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Lyons: Enclosed Backyard; It Must Move

Richard Lyons

Enclosed Backyard
We're obsessed with local color, local weather.
Like Mexican villages it's a wonder we don't have local saints.

Saint Jerome or Saint Paul facing off. Saint Francis
who could hold his arm so still a swallow dipped to its
branch.
A remote mossy fort, history just rushes around our borders
and we're not the worse for wear, raising the garden wall
another rock.

Even for a split-second no one and nothing levitates
unless it's the birds who are our allies in the fade-away,
in the rising-up.
The swallows even full grown call to others in the ditch
beyond, contact call, or is all this calling the secret loneliness
of song?

Loneliness doesn't give out offerings, its cup always full.
Clouds darken where the mimosa flaunts its pink eyelashes.
After a downpour, a rainbow bends the sky above.
What's wrong is we radiate only for an instant,
then there's our lives.
What's wrong is we remain in our bodies, the row of cilantro
paling to tiny white flowerets. Gone to seed, the century plant

lifts its spike as if, like me, it had just swallowed some
disgusting pill.
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St. Paul knew the relentless decrepitude of the human engine.
At one edge of the yard a hill of red ants rises, at the other,
crawdads muscle the earth into rings. Inland silent oceans,
we keep on talking, scratching our fingernails on the stones.
At the far end of the yard rise nine black lodgepole pine.
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It Must Move

Trying to keep speechless is like barricading a stream
with mounds of dirt & sand, the trickles
leak from the chinks in your fingers, around the heel of
your hand.
For all I know, Patrick, the blond boy next door, is mute.
The lines move in his face like a vocabulary
only the taciturn Taoist monks could follow, line for line,
its various cadences broken the way the wind breaks off
suddenly,
continuing in a wave of silence I have no way of attesting
to except to say I suspect silence does, like water, like
wind,

move without purpose, with no idea of gain, unfearing
loss or wear.
It must move, like love, invisibly—the shadows
flickering,

the hair fibers nervous beneath the vault of leaves.
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